Partners for Profit

Tradeshow Dates
MARCH 12, 2018
FORAGE & BEEF CONF.
CUBA, MO

Sale Dates

FEBRUARY 27, 2018
SPRING BEEF SEMINAR
STARKENBURG, MO

MARCH 17, 2018
SPRING BULL & HEIFER SALE
IBERIA, MO

OCTOBER 5-7, 2018
FARM FEST
SPRINGFIELD, MO

OCTOBER 20, 2018
FALL BULL & HEIFER SALE
IBERIA, MO
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This piece was originally going to
be titled “Business As Usual” and was
written to let all of our customers know
that Circle A will still be having two
Bull & Heifers sales annually and still
offer all of the same great products and
services we have for over two decades.
However, “Business As Usual” does not
do justice to the improvements that
Circle A will be making in our offering.
As many know, Circle A dispersed
our Registered cowherd in 2017; in
2018 we will continue to offer both
registered and Circle A Premium Bull
(CAPB) in our two sales. Beginning in
2019, Circle A will offer only Circle A
Premium Bulls. Circle A has long been
known as one of the most data-oriented,
profit-focused beef cattle operations in
the world. Obviously, such a change in
our offering was not a decision we took
lightly. We truly believe that CAPB bulls
are the most commercially-minded,
profit-tested genetics available and they
are the key to driving profits up for both
us and our customers.
The graph below explains in a single
visual why we made that decision. If
you graph enough data, any data, you
will see the normal distribution curve.
Most of the data will fall around the
average, or mean, and less and less data
will appear the further you get from that
average. You will also have some extreme
outliers on both ends of the data, very
far from the average. Cow profitability
is no different. If you were to graph
the annual profitability of every cow in

your herd you would see that normal
distribution curve in the data. Most
of your cows would fall relatively near
average, you would have a few well
above and well below average and fewer
yet very far from the average on both
ends of the profitability spectrum. In
most registered cowherds if any cow in
that cowherd has a reasonably decent
bull calf in any given year, that calf is
kept intact and sold as a bull.
The truth is, just because it is a
registered cowherd and those cows have
registration papers does not mean they
defy the laws of statistics. The greatest
cowherd on earth still adheres to the
normal distribution curve, still has an
average and still has outliers on both
ends of the spectrum. Meaning, any bull
you purchase from such a system could
be out of a cow on the lowest end of
that profitability scale. Now you’re stuck
with a bull out of a low profitability
mother, from which you retain
daughters and build low-profitability
genetics into your cowherd for years to
come.
I’m not insinuating anyone does
this intentionally, in fact, very few
producers have profitability data on
their cowherd; they honestly don’t
know which cows are the most and
least profitable genetics. Doesn’t it
make sense to purchase your seedstock
from someone who does? Someone
who forces those cows to work in a
commercial production environment,
who demands those cows produce and

perform at a level that increases profits
for their commercial customers and
who strictly culls those females, without
prejudice, for necessity traits that make
the producers’ lives easier.
Only because of the scale of Circle A
and the fact that for over two decades
we have been measuring and selecting
for actual profitability, we can offer a
solution in the form of the Circle A
Premium Bull (CAPB). The CAPB
comes out of only the top 5% highest
profitability females out of a 7,000
head cowherd forced to function at a
profitable level with minimal inputs
in a true commercial production
environment. For over two decades
we have been aggressively using AI,
collecting more data in our Premium
cowherd than our registered herd,
and calculating exclusive EPDs and
Profitability Indexes. We have been
formulating proprietary EPDs for Cow
Stayability, Heifer Pregnancy, Feed
Intake, and Average Daily Gain, plus
all the growth and carcass traits you are
all accustomed to and using them to
create the most accurate profitability
index on beef cattle in the world. Our
Premium cows thrive in a fescue-based
grass environment at 500 cows per
man and are expected to wean a calf
annually with no issues of soundness,
eyes, feet, udders or temperament. Only
after a cow has proven herself to be in
the upper echelons of this production
system and produced profitable progeny
through the feedlot and on the rail, does
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she earn the right to be the dam of a
Circle A Premium bull. Wouldn’t you
like to know all of that is built into the
bulls you’re buying?
As the graph clearly depicts, we
could raise registered bulls out of
registered cows and tell you they’re
good because they have a registration
paper, or we could raise CAPB bulls out
of elite females tested and proven in a
commercial production environment.
I know which bulls we would rather
use in our own commercial operation.
The CAPB Bull lowers our risks,
produces calves that come easy, grow
fast and hang high-valued carcasses
while also yielding daughters that are
matched to our environment. As we
continue to select bulls out of only our
most profitable females, the normal
distribution curve does not change, but
is does continually shift to the right,
toward greater profitability. Over time
our average cow don’t make us $100,
they make us $200; our best don’t just
make $500, they make $600 and the
evolution toward greater profitability
continues.
In the past 10 years we have fed
nearly 100,000 head of cattle through
our own feeding operation. Time and
time again as we looked into the sires of
some of our most profitable cattle, they
were out of Circle A Premium Bulls;
in contemporary groups against some
of the very top AI sires in the Angus
breed. CAPB bulls, and their progeny,
consistently perform at a high level
because their parents are highly proven

in the environment in which they are
designed from day one to function in
expected to perform. Don’t just take our a commercial environment, and their
word for it, ask some of our customers.
mothers have proven themselves in that
We have been marketing the Circle A
same environment. Sire section for the
Premium Bull (CAPB) for over ten years CAPB program has shifted from using
and many of our customers have tried
the most promising sires in the breed, to
both the Circle A Registered bull and
the most proven sires in the breed. We’re
the Circle A Premium Bull.
committed to sourcing sires that make
Paul Dillon of Holden, MO has been both great feeders and outstanding
a long-time customer and purchased
daughters. We’re going the extra mile
both types of Circle A bulls in sizable
to find bulls that will add pounds,
volume. “I think there is just more
width, volume and fleshing ability in a
consistency in the Premium Bulls”, Paul moderate package with sound structure,
said. “They do their job, their calves
good feet and temperament. Proven
gain well when you put them on feed
dams plus proven sires equals proven
and their uniformity is a big reason why success and those results are all packaged
I can consistently top the market.”
into the Circle A Premium Bull.
Barry Nordwlad of Paris, MO is
So, to answer the questions and
another longtime customer who has
concerns of the doubters, NO, Circle
purchased both types of Circle A bulls
A is not out of the bulls and heifer
and consistently sells his calves back to
business. We’ve just found a better
Circle A Feeders. For Barry, the CAPB
way. We are more focused than ever on
Bulls have really shown themselves to
improving profitability for commercial
be a great product. “The CAPB Bulls
cattlemen. •
seem to do better for me, last a little
longer and just hold
up better, the calves
do great on feed and
Typical Registered Herd
gain quickly if you’re
willing to feed them,”
Barry says.
CAPB Dam
Top 5% out of 7,000
We’ve found
the same things
in our own herd
and attribute the
success of the Circle
A Premium Bull
$-300
$-100
$100
$300
$500
to the fact that
they were bred and

Annual Cow Profitability

quality of cattle through the use of profitable genetics

W W W. C I R C L E A R A N C H . C O M
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The Circle A database is what makes
every proprietary development and profitdriven management decision at Circle A
possible. Without the millions of dollars
invested in data collection and analysis,
none of what Circle A does would be
possible. Our database consists of over
200,000 individual weight records, and
over 100,000 carcass and ultrasound
records. But, it is our 40,000 heifer AI
records, 30,000 cow stayability records,
3,800 shear force and 5,500 individual
feed intakes that have allowed us to go
where no other genetic supplier has gone;
developing proprietary profitability indexes
that account for both sides of the profit
equation. While this may not be the largest
database in the beef industry, it is the
largest of its kind. The largest collected
by a single entity, in a real commercial
production environment, absent of
prejudice and bias to get at the heart of
what we all want - genetics that produce
sustained profitability.
Our database played a very large role
in our decision and ability to produce
solely Circle A Premium Bulls (CAPB).
While CAPB Bulls may not come with a
registration paper from a breed association,
we believe they are backed by something
even more meaningful and applicable to
commercial cattle – the Circle A database.
We are extremely comfortable with the
quality, integrity and value of the data
that goes into the Circle A system. The
principle of the Circle A breeding program
is to identify which cattle work in our
environment, thus creating greater profits
and then multiply those genetics for
ourselves and our commercial customers.
Our passion in seeking this truth prohibits
us from artificially reporting or creating
bias in the data. We have nothing to gain
by creating bulls that are good on paper
only to be later proven disappointing
compared to their advertised hype.
Believe it or not, not all seedstock
producers share this same goal. Many
are willing to put their reputation at risk
for short term gains by intentionally or
subconsciously biasing data to make certain
cattle appear more genetically superior than
they are. We have no desire to comingle our

data in such a system and use potentially
inaccurate genetic values as a result.
Another great value of the Circle A
Database is the genotype by environment
interaction that it represents. While
difficult to account for in a typical genetic
analysis, different genetics are better suited
to various environments and therefore
have different genetic values depending on
where and how they are used. For example,
even a high accuracy AI sire, proven to
have superior growth in Montana, may sire
progeny in Texas that do not live up to his
reputation and EPDs. Or, a sire known
for producing beautiful daughters in a
high-input, show-type environment, may
sire daughters too hard doing with lower
than average fertility in a real commercial
setting. All the data going into the Circle
A database was collected in a real world
commercial setting, make it directly
applicable to us and our commercial
customers. It was also collected in a fescuebased grass environment. Challenges with
fescue grass has been shown to suppress
weights and reproduction rates, cattle that
do well here, do even better in a wide array
of environments from coast to coast and
border to border. For those producing in a
fescue environment, you can rest assured
Circle A genetics and the data behind
them make them highly acclimated to your
environment.
99% of Circle A customers will never
register a calf. A registration paper is only
as good as the database behind it and that
is only as good as the integrity of those
who collected and submitted the data.
Circle A Premium Bulls are backed by
generations of AI sires, and have more
weights, measurements, ratios, EPDs and
indexes than most registered cattle. When
you by a Circle A Premium Bull you get
a certificate from Circle A containing
their pedigrees, weights, and EPDs.
Most importantly, you get piece of mind
knowing that the data on that paper was
collected in a true commercial environment
and backed by people who honestly
care about the integrity of the data and
multiplying sustainably profitable genetics
for commercial cattlemen. •

W W W. C I R C L E A R A N C H . C O M
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HEAVILY- USED AI SIRES OF

S A V RESOURCE 1441

CE -1, BW 4.1, WW 71, YW 133, M 20
MB 0.12, RE 1.01, $W 55.86, $F 84.65, $B 123.91

K C F BENNETT FORTRESS

BASIN EXCITEMENT

CE 12, BW 0.0, WW 70, YW 121, M 22
MARB 0.16, RE 0.62, $W 82.00, $F 92.95, $B 127.79

S CHISUM 6175

CE 13, BW -0.1, WW 77, YW 132, M 31
MB 0.59, RE 0.62, $W 87.16, $F 90.24, $B 128.42

CE 5, BW 3.1, WW 66, YW 110, M 20
MB 0.17, RE 0.68, $W 82.13, $F 60.92, $B 134.12

S A V PLATINUM 0010

S A V RENOWN 3439

CE 8, BW 0.6, WW 70, YW 119, M 22
MB 0.14, RE 0.66, $W 69.54, $F 77.46, $B 105.46

You’re Invited

CE 0, BW 2.6, WW 73, YW 126, M 20
MB 0.06, RE 0.73, $W 62.04, $F 78.85, $B 109.35

Circle A does a lot tours for many beef cattle organizations. Whether you are a county cattlemen’s association,
extension tour, state beef group, international tour group or just a group of fellow producers looking for an
educational road trip; we’re happy to accommodate. At the Headquarters in Iberia, we have a large Premium
cowherd production unit, bull development and the site of all of Circle A’s sales. In Stockton, we have a large
Premium cowherd production unit and it is the site of Circle A heifer development. At Huntsville, we also have a
large Premium cowherd production unit and it is the home of Circle A Feeders, a 5,000 feedyard under one roof.
All are great opportunities to share and learn with each other.
You are also invited to take us up on the opportunity to come to you. Circle A sponsors many cattlemen’s
meetings, sharing in the expense of dining together in exchange for the opportunity to share a little about ourselves.
We have a very polished presentation that is educational and thought provoking and commonly hear that it is one of
the best presentations they have ever heard. Call Nick at 573-280-5308 to schedule a tour or to discuss sponsorship
of your meeting.
W W W. C I R C L E A R A N C H . C O M
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Circle A Angus
41 Hwy K
Iberia, MO 65486
1-800-Circle A
www.circlearanch.com

Return Service Requested

Join Us

PLEASE JOIN US FOR OUR 24TH ANNUAL SPRING BULL AND HEIFER SALE

MARCH 17, 2018

Someone you should know
SELLING OVER 300 HEAD!

Hilliard Farms in Ecru, MS was stated by Bill Hilliard, Jr.
in 1990. Bill first began buying land that was fairly rough
and brushy and has continued to add to it as adjacent
properties become available. He first started with Longhorn
cattle, and used them mainly as a method to clear the brush,
when they did all they could do, he traded in the Longhorn
cattle for a commercial Angus herd. In 2000 Bill began
purchasing registered Angus cattle.
Bill quickly saw that average cattle receive an average price
and he wanted something more. “If you don’t improve the
genetics of your herd you will be left behind. It is important
to produce the type of cattle that buyers want so you can
get the top market price,” Bill said. In his search for the best
genetics he could find, Bill purchased his first bull from
Circle A in 2008. He currently runs 7 Circle A bulls and
buys at least one every year.

Bill captures the improved value of his calves by making
the drive to West Plains, MO to market them at Ozarks
Regional Stockyard. Bill’s calves always top the market and
the staff there does a great job promoting the fact that his
calves are out of Circle A
genetics and getting that
added value. Bill and his
wife Chris are positive
people who are building a
beautiful operation. They
realize the value in quality
genetics and have been
good friends of Circle A
for many years and we
appreciate their friendship.

CIRCLE A ANGUS • 41 HWY K • IBERIA, MO 65486
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